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Topographic map of the promontory of Ras Al-Hamra, the mouth of Wadi Aday, the
Qurum mangrove and the position of the archaeological sites (modified after Cleuziou
and Tosi 2007: fig. 45).
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Map of Oman with various regional geographic areas (after Cleuziou and Tosi 2007:
fig. 1).
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Reconstruction of the paleo-shorelines of the Arabian Gulf and the western Sea of
Oman in a, 18000 BP, b, 12000 BP, c, 10000 BP and d, 8000 BP. The isobaths are at -20,
-50, -75, -100 and -150 m (after Lambeck 1996: fig. 7).
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Position of the winds and the ITCZ (Intertropical Convergence Zone - a narrow latitudinal
zone of wind convergence and precipitation) in the northern Indian Ocean during: 1)
The winter monsoon from north-east in January; 2) The season of the rains from southwest in May; 3) The summer monsoon from south-west in July; 4) The season of the
rains from north-east in November (after Van Ramperlbergh et al. 2013: fig. 2).
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Synthesis of the paleoclimatic data in the south of the Arabian Peninsula, in the Sea
of Oman and western Arabian Sea. Concerning the references see Marcucci, 2015
(modified after Bourget 2009: fig. I-24).
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Geological map of Oman with the indication of the most important outcrops (after
Garzanti et al. 2003: fig. 2).
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Mineral resources along the Wadi Aday and position of the archaeological sites in
Qurum and Ras Al-Hamra (after Maggi and Gebel 1990: fig. 1).
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Several plants of the species Avicennia marina photographed at the periphery of the
lagoon of Khor Jaramah, in the northern part of the Ja’alan region, in the extreme
eastern coast of the Arabian Peninsula. At the feet of the trees, one can note hundreds
of aerial roots (photograph by L.G. Marcucci).
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1.8.

The north-eastern edge of the Qurum mangrove seen from north. Site RH-6 is located
few meters on the right side of the image (photograph by R. Merlo).
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Several species of plants and shrubs identified in the samples of charcoals coming from
sites RH-5 and RH-6: A) Tamarix sp.; B) Ziziphus sp.; C) Rizophora sp.; D) Lycium
shawii; E) Acacia sp.; F) Nerium oleander (photographs by M. Tengberg).
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1.10.

Fishing in the mangrove is a weekend activity for Indian residents in Oman in the
mangroves of Qurum at low tide. Here abundant small fish of Ambassis gymnocephalus
species is catched in a plastic bucket with a very fine net (photograph by L.G. Marcucci).
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1.11.

Small crab caught with bare hands during the weekend by Indian residents in the
mangroves of Qurum at low tide (photograph by L.G. Marcucci).
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1.12.

Bivalves (Veneridae family) gathered during the weekend by Indian residents on the
seashore of Qurum at low tide (photograph by L.G. Marcucci).
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2.1.

The most important centres in which the domestication has occurred with the dates for
earliest plants and animals (after Price and Bar- Yosef 2011: fig. 1).
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2.2.

Map of Oman and UAE indicating the most characterizing lithic tools of the Early and
Middle Holocene. As stated by Cleuziou and Tosi the distribution of the archaeological
sites and tools is uneven. Indeed the areas with less data are those in which the research
has been minimal or absent, in particular in the desert areas (modified after Cleuziou
and Tosi 2007: fig. 27).
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2.3.

Topographic map on a 1:5000 scale of Ras Al-Hamra made by the Petroleum Development
Oman (PDO) with the handwritten notes of the first 1970s of R. Jäckli and the 1975
ones of M. Tosi. The small and full black circles relate to stone structures while the
large and empty ones to settlements (photograph by Petroleum Development Oman).
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2.4.

Ras Al-Hamra in 1977 and the location of the major archaeological sites found
and excavated in this area: RH-4, RH-5, RH-6 and RH-10 (photograph by Italian
Archaeological Mission).
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2.5.

M. Tosi during the rescue excavation at RH-4 in 1977 working between the sections of
the trenches opened by construction work before the complete destruction of the site
(photograph by Italian Archaeological Mission).
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2.6.

Hut composed of curvilinear alignment of stones found during the excavation of RH10 (photograph by Italian Archaeological Mission).
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2.7.

View from south of site RH-6 during the first excavation in the 1980s (photograph by
Italian Archaeological Mission).
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2.8.

View from south of site RH-5 from the plane before the beginning of the 2009-2010
excavation mission (photograph by L.G. Marcucci).
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2.9.

Grave dated to the Umm an-Nar Period according to the pottery found by K. Frifelt,
head of the Danish Archaeological Mission, in the winter of 1972-1973 on the site of the
Gulf Hotel (now re-named Crowne Plaza Hotel) before its construction (photograph by
Italian Archaeological Mission).
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2.10.

View from east of the stratigraphic excavation carried out by P. Biagi in 1984 in the
central-southern portion of site RH-5 (photograph by Italian Archaeological Mission).
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2.11.

Sepulchral area characterized by secondary graves, called “Area 43” during the 1984
excavation campaign (photograph by Italian Archaeological Mission).
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2.12.

Overview of the promontory of Ras Al-Hamra before the rescue excavation of 20042005. At the end of the 1980s excavation campaigns the owner of the land, H.H. Said
Faisal bin Ali Al-Said, built a garden over the sites: the bigger garden corresponds to
RH-5 and the smaller one to RH-10 (photograph by Italian Archaeological Mission).
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2.13.

A) the garden over site RH-5 before the rescue excavation; B) the extensive excavation
of the central-eastern portion of site RH-5 opened in January 2005; C) close-up of the
excavation area (photographs by L.G. Marcucci).
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2.14.

The division into squares of the surface of site RH-5 and the grid of the excavation were
the same as those of the 1980s excavations. Each unit is given by an acronym of three
letters: the first identifies the 50 x 50 m square, the second the 10 x 10 m one and the
third the 2 x 2 m one. If necessary this last square is divided into other four squares of 1 x
1 m (A-D clockwise) in order to identify with more precision the finding of an important
artefact (e.g. HSN-B). The image has been downloaded from Google Earth and shows
the property of the former Omani Minister of Heritage and Culture as it appeared on
March 16, 2003 before the emergency excavation of 2004-2005. The ground where RH-5
is found is delimited in red while prehistoric site RH-10, by now destroyed, was found
in square D. The exposed ground was divided in five excavation sectors: A, B1, B2, C, D
and E (drawings by L.G. Marcucci; satellite image from Google Earth).
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2.15.

RH-5. Sector B1, procedure adopted for the survey of the living structures detected on
the bedrock: A) photomosaic; B) manual drawing; C) digital drawing (photomosaic by
F. Genchi; drawings by L.G. Marcucci and E. Badel).
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2.16.

RH-5. A) kite photo of Sector E in 2009 (photograph by M. Zanfini and P. Baldassarri);
B) Sector E-east seen from south; C) Sector E-south seen from south; D) plan of the
structures found in Sector E (photomosaic by F. Genchi; drawing by L.G. Marcucci and
E. Badel).
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3.1.

Examples of shell midden deposits in Oman and UAE. Oman (photographs L.G.
Marcucci): A) Ras Al-Hamra RH-6 Sector C, 2012. The distance between the pairs of
stakes at the sides of the section is of 1 m each; B) Ras Al-Hamra RH-5, Sector B1, close
up of the west section, 2008; C) Ras Al-Hamra RH-5, Sector A, TT-84, close up of the
south section, 2010; D) Ras Al-Hamra RH-6, Sector C, TT-Z, close up of the north
section, 2012. UAE: F) Khuwaymah KHU-2, test trench (after Charpentier, Berger et al.
2012: fig. 14). UAE: E) Umm Al-Qaiwain, test trench (after Méry 2015: fig. 3.13).
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3.2.

Some examples of shell middens in the world: A) Kaizuka at Nakazato, Tokyo in Japan,
1997 (after Habu 2004: fig. 3.9); B) pit C of the shell ring near Ilo in Peru (after Sandweiss
2008: fig. 10.2); C) sambaqui of Jaboticabeira II at Santa Caterina in Brazil, surface of
36 m2 (after Gaspar et al. 2008: fig. 18.3); D) shell mound at Saqid Island of the Farasan
Islands (Saudi Arabia) in the south-eastern Red Sea, height of the tell 3 m, 2006 (after
Alsharekh and Bailey 2014: fig. 25).
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3.3.

Close-up of the reference section in Sector C, Ras Al-Hamra RH-6, 2012. The stratigraphy
is constituted mainly by thin layers of shells, fish bones, fish powder, stones, charcoals
and artefacts entrapped in a sandy matrix (photograph by L.G. Marcucci).
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3.4.

Environmental evolution of SWY-1 site at As-Suwayh in Oman resulting from the study
of shells in relation to their habitats and the stratigraphy of the site (after Serrand et al.
2008: 74).
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3.5.

Perforated Nassarius kraussianus shell beads from the Middle Stone Age of Blombos
Cave in South Africa recovered from archaeological levels dated to 75000 years ago,
scale bar 5 mm (after Henshilwood et al. 2004: fig. 1).
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3.6.

Large gastropods like Fasciolaria trapezium, Turbinella pyrum, Lambis truncata sebae
and Chicoreus ramosus were used by Indian craftsmen during the Mature Indian
Civilization (2500-1700 BC) for making tools and ornaments demonstrating the highly
specialized production of marine shell objects (after Kenoyer 2008: fig. 3).
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3.7.

The Kula circuit in the Massim archipelago area east of Papua New Guinea. On the right
the soulava article (necklaces of red Spondylus sp. shell) and on the left the mwali one
(bracelets of white Conus sp. shell) (modified after Malinowski 1932: map V, pls. XVI,
XVIII).
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3.8.

Wooden fish trap remains from the Zamostje 2 site in the late Mesolithic and Early
Neolithic of the Russian plain (after Lozovski et al. 2013: fig. 12).
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3.9.

Skull of a Chelonia mydas turtle found in the graveyard excavated in the 1980s at site
RH-5 (photograph by Italian Archaeological Mission).
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3.10.

Figure 3.10. The different ecosystems where shells live in Qurum: 1) the undercut of the
cliff of Ras Al-Hamra is caused by bivalves (e.g. Saccostrea cucullata) boring into the
soft rock and eroded by the action of waves and wind; 2) off-shore in deep waters along
the coast live large gastropods like Lambis truncata sebae; 3) the open sand beach where
many molluscs (e.g. Conus flavidus, Umbonium vestiarium, Callista erycina, Strombus
decorus persicus, Oliva bulbosa) burrow into the wet sand; 4) the sheltered side of the sea
beach where many molluscs (e.g. Dosinia alta, Circe currogata) live away from the surf;
5) the rocky stream bed where the older juvenile shells live (e.g. Pinctada margaritifera,
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Pinctada radiata, Nassarius coronatus, Nassarius arcularius plicatus, Nassarius albescens
gemmuliferus, Cypraea gracilis, Cypraea turdus) when they leave the nursery and make
their way to the sea; 6) the upper reaches of the stream is the nursery area where many
molluscs (e.g. Pinctada margaritifera, Pinctada radiata, Umbonium vestiarium, Thais
alouina) come to lay their eggs and the young hatch, and spend their early days here; 7)
in the deep quiet pools amongst the mangrove live molluscs (e.g. Serpulorbis variabilis,
Strombus decorus persicus, Umbonium vestiarium) with other animals; 8) in the muddy
soil between the roots of the mangroves live many endemic species like Terebralia
palustris, Cerithidea cingulata, Telescopium telescopium, but also Saccostrea cucullata,
sometimes attached to Terebralia palustris and Isognomon legumen (photograph from
the Fred Scholz Collection).
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3.11.

Close-up of the shells belonging to the species Terebralia palustris present at the feet
of the trees of Avicennia marina between the roots, photographed during the low tide
in the mangrove of Qurum at a short distance from the RH-6 site (photograph by L.G.
Marcucci).
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Pinctada margaritifera shell at the Natural History Museum of the Ministry of Heritage
and Tourism of Oman. This bivalve is one of the most important shells used by the
fishermen of Ras Al-Hamra and the Oman Peninsula at least from the 6th millennium
BC for making tools and ornaments. Average size of adult specimens is 200 mm
(photograph by L.G. Marcucci).
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4.1.

RH-5. A) position of the 1980s excavations and the trenches opened in 1982 and 1984;
B) position of the trenches opened during the rescue excavation of 2004-2005 compared
to the excavation sectors of 2008-2010 (drawing by L.G. Marcucci and E. Badel).
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4.2.

Kite view of the area opened in 2008 at RH-5: in red the alphanumerical codes of the
various excavation sectors and in black the ones of the trenches opened in 2004-2005
and by P. Biagi in the 1980s (photograph by M. Zanfini).
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4.3.

A) location of site RH-5 and other prehistoric sites in the area of Ras Al-Hamra; B) the
extension of sites RH-5 and RH-10 and the area in which the graveyard of RH-5 has
been detected; C) location of the various graves identified, excavated or sampled in the
1980s and in 2005/2008 (after Zazzo et al. 2013: fig. 1).
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4.4.

RH-5. Micromorphological profile and photomosaic of a portion of the north section
of trench EW-1 comprised between Sector D and Biagi’s 1982 trench (drawing by I.
Béguier; photomosaic by T. Conci).
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4.5.

RH-5. Micromorphological profile and photomosaic of a portion of the north section
of Sector E-west (drawing by I. Béguier; photomosaic by T. Conci).
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4.6.

RH-5. Plan (left) and photomosaic (right) of the structures found in the bedrock of
Sector B2 (photomosaic by F. Genchi; drawing by L.G. Marcucci and E. Badel).
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4.7.

RH-5. Plans of Phase 2 (2a, 2b and 2c) of Period I of occupation in HUT B56 (drawing
by L.G. Marcucci and E. Badel).
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4.8.

RH-5. Detail of the plans of the living structures recovered in the bedrock in Sector B2
except HUT B56: A) HUT B61; B) HUT B57; C) HUT B58; D) HUT B59; E) HUT B60
(drawing by L.G. Marcucci and E. Badel).
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4.9.

RH-5. Biagi’s excavation of 1982-1983: A) northern section of east-west test trench of
1982 cut across the western half of the site; Biagi’s excavation of 1983-1985: B) level 0
(Phase VII); C) level 1 (Phase VI); D) level 3 (Phase V); E) levels 3b, 3c and 3d (Phase
IV); F) level 5a (Phase II); G) level 5b (Phase I). The above sequence seems to be valid
only for the investigated area and cannot be extended for sure to the entire site (A, after
Biagi et al. 1984; fig. 5; B-G, after Biagi and Salvatori 1986: figs. 1-4).
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4.10.

RH-5. Test trench 1982 with the large pit where sixty-five sherds of black burnished
grey ware were found belonging to the same jar coming from Iran and dated to the end
of the 4th millennium BC (photograph by Italian Archaeological Mission).
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4.11.

RH-5. View from north of the postholes found in 2008 in Sector A, under excavation,
probably belonging to a hut or to an open shelter (HUT A1). In the foreground the pit
of Grave 410 (photograph by F. Genchi).
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4.12.

RH-5. Three examples of the sedimentary pattern (1, ash; 2, charcoals; 3, crushed
fish bones) that is repeated in the sequence of occupation of the site that suggests a
combustion à l’étouffé (i.e. smothered combustion). In this case detected in the sections
of the test trench 1984: A) West section; B-C) North section (photographs by F. Genchi).
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4.13.

RH-5. View from east of the central portion of Sector B1 at the end of the 2008
excavation campaign. The cleaning of the bedrock has brought to light circular base
foundations and hundreds of postholes relating to the first period of occupation of the
village (photograph by L.G. Marcucci).
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4.14.

RH-5. Portion of the northern section of Sector E-west. Multi-stratified large pit in the
middle of the image relating to the last period of occupation of the village (photograph
by I. Béguier).
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4.15.

Multifunctional copper “knife” (DA 26720) found at RH-10 in the 1980s at the time
of its discovery, dated to the end of the 4th millennium BC. It is considered one of the
oldest metal artefacts from Oman (photograph by Italian Archaeological Mission).
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A posthole found in the 5 m reference section in Sector C at RH-6 in 2012 (A) and its
highlighting (B). As can be noted, its detection is not at all easy since the filling is very
similar to the stratigraphic layers in which the hole has been cut. The greatest difference
for its identification is given by the orientation of the shell fragments along the wall of
the hole (photograph by E. Badel).
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5.2.

Two examples of postholes found during the excavation of test trench TT-Z (Sector C)
at RH-6 in 2012 in which large stones in lime or quartz (A) or shells, like Anadara sp.,
Pinctada sp. and Ostrea sp. (B) have been employed as wedging (photographs by L.G.
Marcucci).
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5.3.

RH-5. Density map of the postholes recovered in Sectors B1, B2 north and E excavated
directly in the bedrock (drawing by LG. Marcucci and E. Badel).
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5.4.

Hypothetical use of the postholes for the foundations of the huts according to the
findings at RH-5 (modified after Ciarla 1982: fig. 3).
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5.5.

Cluster of postholes recovered in Sector B2 at RH-5 (photograph by T. Conci).
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5.6.

Schematic interpretation of a recurrent system of postholes at Ras Al-Hamra constituted
of a main post, larger, eventually coupled with a smaller one, and one or more of smaller
size arranged in the vicinities employed as oblique backing (drawing by M. Tosi).
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5.7.

Sizes of the huts identified on the bedrock of Sector B1 of RH-5 according to the
structural remains found (in yellow) (drawing by L.G. Marcucci and E. Badel).
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5.8.

Plan of HUT B1, sector B1 of RH-5 (drawing by E. Badel and L.G. Marcucci).
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5.9.

RH-5. A) photo from south of the postholes relating to HUT B23; B) the main
postholes of HUT B23 highlighted in red; C) tridimensional digital model of HUT B23
(photograph and tridimensional model by F. Genchi).
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5.10.

Plan of HUTs B17-18, sector B1 of RH-5 (drawing by E. Badel and L.G. Marcucci).
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5.11.

RH-5. Plan (top) and position on the ground (bottom) of the linear structures
constituted of posthole alignments that cross each other, like in this case for HUT E32
in Sector E-east (photograph and drawing by L.G. Marcucci).
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5.12.

RH-5. Plan (top) and position on the ground (bottom) of the linear structures
constituted of posthole alignments that cross each other, like in this case for HUT E40
in Sector E-east (photograph and drawing by L.G. Marcucci).
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5.13.

RH-5. View from east of a fireplace in Sector A (photograph by F. Genchi).
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5.14.

RH-5. View from east of a fireplace found during the rescue excavation of 2004-2005
(photograph by L.G. Marcucci).
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5.15.

RH-5. Burnt vegetal remains recovered in Sector A (photograph by F. Genchi).
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RH-5. Close-up of the large area of thick greyish deposit relating to continuous and
repeating ash dumping found during the rescue excavation of 2004-2005 close to the
test trench opened in 1982, wide 1 m (photograph by L.G. Marcucci).
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5.17.

RH-5. Large sub-circular fireplace of burned rock, charcoal and groundstone fragments
found during the 1980s excavations (photograph by Italian Archaeological Mission).
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5.18.

RH-5. Photographs and drawings of Grave 411 showing faunal remains (top) deposited
over the skeleton of an adult male (bottom) (after Zazzo et al. 2012: fig. 2).
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RH-5. Concave structure dug directly in the bedrock of Sector B1 that could have
hosted the rests of domestic activities or a fireplace excavated in the 1980s and cleaned
in 2009 (photograph by L.G. Marcucci).
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RH-5. A) view from the north of the fireplace and the pit oven found in Sector C; B)
plan of the structures found in Sector C; C) close-up of the buried external wall seen
from east; D) the pit oven; E, the annexed fireplace (photographs and drawing by F.
Genchi).
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Sketch for the production of embers to be used in an adjacent pit oven for cooking or
smoking (modified after Kidder, 1997: Figs. 1 and 4).
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Traditional huts in the highlands of Dhofar in the south of Oman taken by Scholz in the
1970s (after Cleuziou and Tosi 2007: 48).
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Traditional huts in the highlands of Dhofar in the south of Oman (after Peyton 1983:
fig. 69).
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Hut-shelter, indlu, of the Zulu of Southeastern Africa. Sequence of construction phases
and details (after Cataldi et al. 1982: tab. 16).
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Sunshade, toldo, from Patagonia, southern America (after Cataldi et al. 1982: tab. 43).
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Fishing in the mangrove of Qurum during the weekend: A-B, E) Small and medium fish
caught with fine meshed nets; C-D) Some species of fish that one can catch in the tidal
channels of the Qurum Nature Reserve (photographs by L.G. Marcucci).
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RH-5. Very large net sinker, possibly an anchor, recovered during the rescue excavation
of 2004-2005 up to the covering stones of Grave 320 (photographs by L.G. Marcucci).
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Mineralized remains of vegetal elements relating to two fragments of rope (DA 18243)
found in the living area during the rescue excavation of 2004-2005 (photographs by
L.G. Marcucci).
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6.5.

A sample of fish remains from RH-5 (photograph by A. Marrast).
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Remains of exceptionally large fish identified by H.-P. Uerpmann and M. Uerpmann
studying the fish remains coming from the 1980s excavations at RH-5: A) articular
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6.8.

Close-up of small molluscs (Naticidae family) in the mangrove near the tidal channels
where it is also possible to collect the endemic shell of Terebralia palustris (photograph
by L.G. Marcucci).
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6.9.

Intertidal zone down to the promontory of RH-5 during the low tide. Here it is
possible to gather many molluscs like Callista erycina, cockles, mitre shells and others
(photograph by L.G. Marcucci).
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During the low tide it is possible to gather from the rocks and cliffs of Ras Al-Hamra
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Introduction 1

The discovery of aceramic shell middens clustered along the western cliff of Ras Al-Hamra in the Capital
Area has provided the consistent evidence for the investigation of an early stage in the still poorly
documented prehistory of coastal adaptations in the Middle East.1
The district of Qurum represents for Muscat one of the most exclusive zones in the capital of the
Sultanate, not only from a tourist-residential point of view but even from an environmental one, for the
presence of the Qurum Nature Reserve, and, last but not least, from a patrimonial one, thanks to rich
archaeological sites explored in the area (Figure A). This cluster of sites which belongs to the Omani cultural
heritage represents an exceptional area of fieldwork not only for archaeologists, but also for anthropologists,
geologists, climatologists and many other specialists of natural and human sciences. The resumption of
the excavations at RH-5, and recently also at RH-6, thus far have brought new and numerous data that
provide precise details on the synchronous and diachronic dynamics of the human occupation in this zone,
as also on the economic and social dynamics of the Neolithic societies of Southeastern Arabia giving new
information to the scientific debate for the study of hunter-gatherers Neolithic populations.
The sites named RH-5 and RH-6, inhabited between the 6th and 4th millennia BC, represent exceptional
examples of the coastal adaptation of Neolithic groups in Oman during the Middle Holocene period.
Archaeological research has provided plentiful evidence of daily life and mortuary practices of these ancient
societies, whose subsistence was mainly oriented toward marine and coastal resources. In both, abundant
remains have been found in the settlement structures made up by huts, whose foundations, recognized
thanks to the postholes and by the small base trench foundations, allow us to reconstruct the architectural
development of the two sites, in space and in time. The excavations have also brought to light numerous
auxiliary structures, such as fireplaces for fish processing or areas destined only for shell processing, as well
as a large pit oven for the needs of the entire community. Moreover, research has confirmed the importance
of the graveyard of RH-5 with the excavation of many graves and the finding of new ones in a zone that was
suspected to have none, making the sepulchral area the most extended in Oman2.
These and other discoveries confirm that the area of Ras Al-Hamra represents a highly strategic point
for the human development in Oman. Surrounded by various ecological niches, since antiquity, it could
have hosted numerous tribal groups and allowed them to create a new style of life, the sedentary one that a
few millennia after will determine the “Great Transformation” (Cleuziou and Tosi 2007) that will permit the
growth of the “Land of Magan”, which the cuneiform texts speak about3.

This book was written and illustrated between 2016 and 2017 updating the data provided in the original field reports submitted by
the authors to the Ministry of Heritage and Culture (now Heritage and Tourism) and the derived scholarly papers. Therefore, the
most recent publications and discoveries are not taken into account.
1

Regarding the anthropological study of the graveyard of RH-5 see the publications by Sandro Salvatori (Excavations 1981-1985)
and Olivia Munoz (Excavations 2005, 2008-2010).
3
The term Magan appears for the first time in a cuneiform text of ca. 2300 BC under the reign of Sargon of Akkad (it is reported that
boats of Dilmun, Magan and Meluhha were docked at the port of his city), even if it is believed that the eastern region of the Arabian
Peninsula was for a long time known in Mesopotamia during the period of this first citation for its supply of copper and diorite.
2

xxi

Figure A. Topographic map of the promontory of Ras Al-Hamra, the mouth of Wadi Aday, the Qurum mangrove and the position of the
archaeological sites (modified after Cleuziou and Tosi 2007: fig. 45).

Then followed two military expeditions (2220 and 2200 BC) from Mesopotamia by Man-ištuśu and Naräm Sîn, respectively son
and nephew of Sargon of Agade. The first brought to the conquest of thirty-two strongholds (maybe to identify with the towers of
the oasis of Magan; others believe that they can refer to strongholds in Iran), while the second defeated a fleet and captured a “lord”
of Magan (probably a temporary commander elected to head a tribe coalition). In another case, an administrative text informs us
(2040 BC) of a certain Nabud-‘El, qualified as “Prince” of Magan (Glassner 1989: 181/185-187, and 1996: 156; Potts 1990: 138-139).
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